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ACRATH’s Chair Maree Marsh csb writes:    

Warmest greetings to all: 

Since the national conference I have been 

revisiting the 2001 Statement by the 

Leaders of Catholic Religious Institutes, a 

statement which became a springboard for 

action. In part it reads:  

(We) publicly declare our determination to 

work in solidarity with one another within 

our own religious communities and in the 

countries in which we are located to 

address insistently at every level the abuse 

and sexual  exploitation of women and 

children with particular attention to the 

trafficking of women which has become a 

lucrative multi-national business.  

At our recent conference one could not help 

appreciate how members of ACRATH are 

actively addressing insistently at every 

level the exploitation of women, men and 

children. The meetings with politicians at 

Federal and State levels, the networking 

with like minded agencies promoting Fair 

Trade and the personal support given to 

those who have been exploited are 

carried out with great energy and 

commitment; ACRATH is indeed 

“punching well above its weight!”. 

As I take the role of Chair I want to 

acknowledge the outstanding work that 

has brought us to where we are today. 

May our future activities build on this 

strong foundation as we continue to work 

with compassion and sensitivity to bring 

justice to those whose rights have been 

denied through exploitation. We pray for 

the wisdom and courage as we stand in 

solidarity and find ways to nurture that 

freedom God gives us 

all.  

Maree Marsh csb 

                      

 

    

 

   

 

   

 

An International Partnership: 
Mrs Marietta Latonio and Sr Angela Reed 

rsm gave the keynote presentation at the National 

Conference: “I have a Voice – Giving Voice to Women who 

have been Trafficked”. They spoke movingly of their 

research work with trafficked girls and young women in 

Cebu, the Philippines. They explored the phenomenon of 

human trafficking as seen through the eyes of those women 

who had experienced it. 

 

The Australian  

Government Acknowledges 

ACRATH Members in the 

Anti- Slavery Awards 

On 23 November 2011, the Australian Government paid tribute to 

seven individuals and five organizations who are leading the way in 

the fight against slavery, people trafficking and forced labour. Three 

ACRATH members accepted these awards: Sr. Louise Cleary csb, Sr. 

Pauline Coll sgs and Sr. Margaret Ng rsj. Other ACRATH members 

were with them in Canberra. Announcing the recipients of the 

inaugural Anti-Slavery Awards, Minister O’Connor said that the non-

government organizations were providing invaluable outreach, 

support services and advocacy for trafficked people. “The 

individuals and organizations recognized today have played a pivotal 

role in developing and implementing initiatives against people 

trafficking and slavery,” Minister O’Connor said.  

Photo above: L-R Pauline Coll csb, Suzette Clarke rsc, Genny Ryan osu, 

Margaret Ng rsj, Christine Carolan, Maree Marsh csb and Carol Hogan sss.  

Words of thanks from our New Chair   
We thank outgoing Chair, Louise Cleary csb for her energy and 

wisdom for bringing a ‘wide lens’ to the role. Louise’s experience in 

New York as Co-ordinator of UNANIMA International has been 

invaluable. 

We also thank outgoing Treasurer, Joan Murphy rgs for her 

generosity in accepting this role, for keeping the finances in order 

and responding willingly to the many requests asked of her.  

To the members of the 2012 Conference Committee: Christine 

Carolan, Louise Cleary csb, Carol Hogan sss, Sarah Menassa-Rose, 

Denise Mulcahy fcj and Therese Power rsm, we say a particular 

thank you for preparing and executing an excellent conference. 



 

 

At the national conference in several 

different sessions we examined and 

fleshed out our ACRATH strategic plan. It 

was exciting to participate with so many 

people to plan how we would work 

together from now till our next meeting 

in February 2013. The three objectives 

of our strategic plan are as follows:  

Objective 1: Raise awareness of human 

trafficking, its causes, and the scope for 

local action.  

.  
The director of Catholic Education, Paul Sharkey has delegated David Ruggiero, ACRATH member and Chair 

of the Committee of Deputy Principals Mission and Culture, to arrange for representatives to attend the 

ACRATH workshop for Secondary School teachers in Melbourne on May 2. David will continue to promote the 

issue of human trafficking within the schools- ACRATH resources will be made available to him for this 

purpose.  

A member of ACRATH through Young Mercy Justice Tree–students from Mercy Secondary Schools across 

Australia-will workshop Easter Chocolate during their weekend meeting on 9 -11th  March and will 

encourage students to promote the issue of Fair Trade chocolate and human, particularly child, trafficking 

within their school communities. The Sisters of St Joseph Schools are promoting Fair Trade chocolate in their 

schools and their communities, while ACRATH is  promoting it within the Jesuit sponsored Magis Group.  

ACRATH is organising with members of the other Christian Churches in the Adelaide Hills for the distribution 

of 500 Fair Trade Chocolate Easter eggs for the residents and staff  of the INVERBRACHIE Detention Centre; 

this will raise awareness with local supermarkets, parish staff and clients. Anne Tormey rsm  

       National Conference 20-22 February 2012 in Victoria 

ACRATH Raising Awareness on Human Trafficking issues in South Australia     

In December Christine Carolan, the 

National Projects Co-ordinator for      

ACRATH, visited Geneva to work with 

Franciscans International advocates 

on the issue of human trafficking.  

Franciscans International helped to 

facilitate meetings with other congre-

gational NGOs, with UN officials ad-

dressing trafficking in persons, and 

with the Permanent Missions of Aus-

tralia and the Holy See.  

Since returning to Australia, Christine 

has begun a conversation with Asian 

partner organisations to work to-

gether with ACRATH within the UN 

Human Rights system; Christine is 

also exploring working with the office 

of the Special Rapporteur on Human 

Trafficking, Ms. Joy Ezeilo, who visited 

Australia in November 2011. 

ACRATH makes strong connections with advocates in Geneva 

 Photo: Christine Carolan is speaking 

with the Franciscans International 

director, Sr Denise Boyle fmdm, and  

deputy director, Brother Markus, after 

giving a presentation: successes in 

anti trafficking work in Australia and 

future challenges.  
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Objective 2: Undertake work 

to ensure that the needs of 

people trafficked into 

Australia are met. These 

include: education and 

retraining, access to financial 

compensation, meeting 

physical needs (medical, 

 dental & other health needs) and 

pastoral care.  

Objective 3: Collaborate with like 

minded organisations in Australia, in 

the Asia Pacific region, and 

internationally to advocate for 

measures to address human 

trafficking.  Christine Carolan 

Christine Carolan 



 

 

N Z Religious Join Anti-Human Trafficking Campaign 

Ten members of Religious 

Congregations in New 

Zealand recently 

participated in a meeting in 

Auckland to look at the 

possibility of working 

together. Sr Noelene 

Simmons sm facilitated the 

meeting. Sr Margaret Ng rsj, 

a founding member of 

ACRATH, was also present at 

the meeting and made a 

valuable contribution by 

sharing on the early days 

of ACRATH. After hearing 

the ACRATH story 

participants then 

considered how they 

might proceed. By the 

time the meeting 

concluded a date, a 

venue and task had been 

set for the next step in 

working on this issue as a 

group of religious in New 

Zealand. Prior to the 

meeting Noelene had met with Fr Brian Cummings 

sm, President of CCLANZ (Conference of 

Congregations Leaders of 

Aotearoa-New Zealand.) He was 

interested in supporting future 

ventures and agreed to include the 

issue of Human Trafficking on the 

agenda for the annual conference 

for CCLANZ in February 2012.                            

Sr Noelene Simmons sm 

Photo: Fr Brian Cummings sm, 

President of CCLANZ and Sr Noelene 

Simmons sm, ACRATH  

particularmen’s violence 

toward women and 

exploring the tensions, 

dilemmas and possibilities 

that it entails.  

ACRATH Victoria’s Education Committee in its efforts 

to work on the issue of eliminating DEMAND for 

prostitution and trafficking has organised a workshop 

for secondary school teachers to take place on 

Wednesday May 2, 2012 at Treacy Centre, 126 The 

Avenue, Parkville. Victoria.  

The Presenter is Professor Bob Pease of the School of 

Health and Social Development, Deakin University, 

Geelong. The workshop is entitled, “Understanding 

and Addressing the Demand Side of Sex Trafficking– 

Reconstructing Masculinity and Transforming Men’s 

Sexuality. What role do Women/Girls and Men/Boys 

play in the process?”  

Professor Pease has a long and academically rich 

career in gender studies, violence and women, and 

            

particularly in engaging men in the prevention of men’s 

violence towards women and exploring the tensions, 

dilemmas and possibilities that it entails. The 

workshop runs from 9.00am –3.30pm.  

Further information and application forms are 

available from the ACRATH office by phoning 03 9645 

5986 or emailing Denise  Mulcahy fcj 

dmulcahy2011@gmail.com                                              

The cost of the workshop is $80. Accreditation is 

available from the Melbourne Catholic Education 

Office.  

Application close on April 2, 2012.  

 Sr Carol Hogan sss ACRATH Education Convenor Victoria  

 Victoria’s Education Committee to hold a Workshop 

Pacific Trafficking in Persons Forum 1-2 December 2011 

declared to be free of child 

labour. William Wilberforce used 

sugar, Ghandi used salt and we 

can use chocolate in our efforts 

to eradicate trafficking and child 

labour. Other speakers at the 

Forum came from New Zealand, 

Australia, Tonga, Fiji, US and 

Vietnam. Topics included human 

right protections relating to 

trafficking, the trafficking of 

children in Asia-Pacific, audit 

tools for anti-trafficking 

measures amongst sex-workers, 

challenges in identifying  
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labour trafficking and exploitation in Australia, 

vulnerabilities of refugees and displaced 

persons, labour and human rights abuses 

aboard foreign charter vessels in NZ waters, 

working towards legislation that prevents the 

import and export of goods made by slave 

labour and many others. All participants agreed 

that the Forum was very informative and 

generated much energy for working together 

into the future. Noelene Simmons sm 

 

Photo: Ruth is second 

from the right standing 

with members of 

ACRATH.  

Four ACRATH members 

participated in the Pacific, 

Trafficking in Person’s 

Forum held in Wellington 

New Zealand 1-2 December 

2011. Keynote speaker, 

Ruth Dearnley of Stop the 

Traffik UK, spoke on human 

trafficking as the 

Inconvenient Truth. She 

commented that the 

focusing on one thing can 

help to eradicate a global 

problem and invited us to 

be firmly committed to 

purchasing only chocolate 



 

 

View our new look 

website on 

www.acrath.org.au 

Australian Catholic Religious Against Trafficking in Humans  

And that is who we are - we represent more than 8000 women and men who belong to religious orders and 

who are passionate about eliminating trafficking and slavery in Australia. We also work in collaboration 

with other groups and individuals –both government and non-government.  

Our Inspiration “Nobody has the right to treat you as her or his slave and you should not make anyone your 

slave.”    Article 4 United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.   I have come that you may have life  & have 

it to the full” John 10.10 

 

A coalition of anti-trafficking advocates and 

ethical traders launched a FAIRTRADE 

Chocolate campaign this week, urging people 

only ‘to eat ethically made chocolate’ this 

Easter. The campaign, an initiative of Good 

Shepherd Australia & New Zealand, ACRATH , 

The Trading Circle, Stop the Traffik and Justice 

& Peace, Melbourne archdiocese, is encouraging people 

to buy FAIRTRADE chocolate for Easter to help stop the 

trafficking and forced labour of children and adults for 

chocolate production.                                                         

Christine Carolan, a spokesperson for ACRATH said that the 

Easter season is a time of high chocolate consumption and 

an opportunity to send a strong message to chocolate 

producers who do not produce FAIRTRADE chocolate.  

Unfortunately much of the world’s chocolate is produced 

using cocoa beans that have been harvested by trafficked 

children or forced labour. The most recent figures estimate 

that 1.8 million children in West Africa are involved in the 

industry and some are forced or trafficked. 

Campaign organizers are asking people in the lead-up to 

Easter to buy only FAIRTRADE chocolate, to ask at their 

supermarket for FAIRTRADE eggs, and to ask Ferrero to use 

FAIRTRADE cocoa. 

Photo: Gerry Ryan osu 

Slavery Still Exists Today.  

Yes! Here in Australia.  

Increase Awareness 

 Fund Raising Concert in  W. A.  

 

ACRATH VICTORIA          

info@acrath.org.au 

52 Beaconsfield Parade 

Albert Park  3206 

Tel +61 (0) 3 9645 5986          
                                               

Join the Fair Trade Chocolate Easter Campaign 

ACRATH is now on Twitter & Facebook.  The links for Twitter is http://twitter.com/#!/ACRATHumans                              

The  Facebook page is http://www.facebook.com/pages/ACRATH/130485207059377 
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ACRATH WA held a very successful fund raising 

concert on Sunday 5 February 2012 at the     

Loreto Nedlands, Primary School auditorium, 

raising $4,500. A crowd of over 75 attended 

and commented on the moving music and   

beautiful performance. Merlyn Quaife                 

volunteered her talents and time to present    

Fortune My Foe a song cycle with music by 

Roger Heagney and words by Graeme Ellis.    

Merlyn was accompanied beautifully by Andrea 

Katz. So far Merlyn has assisted ACRATH in   

raising over $14,000 from performances. This is 

a great tribute to her and Andrea. The concert 

was compered by Anne Watson and the         

audience was given information about human 

trafficking before the concert. Photos were 

taken and at the conclusion of the concert a     

delicious afternoon tea was provided by ACRATH 

members and other helpers. Thank you to all 

who contributed their time to ensuring a          

successful event.              

Lucy van Kessel pbvm 

 

 


